M U C WOMEN’S COLLEGE, BURDWAN
NOTICE NO. :243
Date: 19.07.2018
Sealed quotations are invited from the enterprising persons for leasing out the cycle stand meant
for the teaching and non-teaching staff and students on yearly rent payable in advance every
year from the beginning of the lease for a period of one year which may be renewed after every
one year with considerable hike of yearly rent payable in advance in MUC Women’s College,
Burdwan. Last date of submission of quotation is 26th July, 2018 by 2pm. PAN & GST certificate
are to be attached with quotations.
Rate is to be quoted in prescribed format to be submitted to college office within dateline.
Quotation should be addressed to the Principal, MUC Women’s College, Burdwan with signature
and date. Sealed tender must be super scribed with Quotation for Cycle stand . The decision of
the Authority will be deemed as final and Authority reserves the right to cancel any tender
without prior notice. Enquiry regarding capacity of cycle stands may be done on all working days.
The terms for submitting quotations are as follows: Terms:
1. Daily charges per cycle, scooty/motor cycle and car must not exceed Rs.3.00, Rs.8.00 and
Rs.15.00 respectively.
2. Monthly charges per cycle, scooty/ motor cycle and car must not exceed Rs.30.00,
Rs.80.00 and Rs.150.00 respectively.
3. Liabilities in case of stealing of any cycle, scooty, motor cycle rest with the tenderer.
4. Since there are two shifts in the college, rate to mentioned individually for both the shifts.
Format for quotation of rates:-

Sl. No.

Items

Total amount for lease contract
(per anum)
Morning Shift

1.

Bicycle

2.

Scooty or similar / Bike

3.

CAR (Four Wheeler)

Sd/Principal
M U C Women’s College,
Burdwan

Day Shift

Format for quotation of rates for Cycle Stand: -

Sl.
No.

Items

Total amount for lease contract offered by
interested person/vender
(per anum)
Morning Shift

1.

CYCLE STAND
[Bicycle, Scooty
or similar/Bike,
Car(Four Wheeler)]

Signature with Date

Day Shift

